Embody’s tilt provides natural, balanced motion through a range of posture changes. Its additional “kicker” feature provides an extended recline for stretching.

PostureFit supports your spine at its lowest point, the sacrum, and reinforces your pelvis, preventing slouching and fatigue while you sit.

A highly engineered matrix of pixels provides targeted pressure distribution throughout the seat and back (for optimal weight distribution, blood flow, and thermal comfort).

Turnable central spine and flexible ribs align the chair’s backrest with your back’s natural curve to uniquely support each region of your spine.

The narrow design at the top of the chair encourages torso movement and allows for arms to swing freely, increasing airflow into the lungs.

Features

Details

Price: $949.23
Manufacturer: Herman Miller
Distributor: Intereum

Seat Height and Depth
Height Range: 15” - 22”
Depth Range: 15” - 18”

Warranty
12-year, 3-shift

Ordering Information

Contact Juli Olson to place an order.

Juli Olson
Sales Consultant
jolson@interuem.com
612-298-7377